
The Power of Myth  Study Guide 
 

Ch. 1: Myth & the Modern World 
Myth/mythology p.1 
Threshold p.2 
Bohemians p. 3 
Zen p. 5 
Sensuous p. 6 
Incarnate p. 6 

Precarious p. 6 
Perpetuating p. 7 
Elementary p. 7 
Transcendent p. 7 
Remnant p. 8 
Ritual p. 8 

Primal p. 9 
Initiations p. 9 
Vestigal p. 15/vestiges 
(17) 
Peyote 17 
Archetype 19 

 
1. Campbell says that the only way to describe a human being truly is by describing what?  
2. According to Campbell, myths are clues to what? 
3. Why does Campbell advise people to read myths from religions other than their own?  
4. What are the two stages of marriage as Campbell describes them?  
5. Campbell makes the case that things like gang violence and graffiti are the result of young 
people lacking what? 
 6. What does Campbell mean when he says that, "The themes [in myths] are timeless, and the 
inflection is to the culture."?  
7. What do kings, queens, judges, and even the President of the United States have in 
common? (The answer isn't their power, but relates to the source of that power.)  
8. What are the four principle details of a typical mystical journey?  
9. Campbell compares leaving the streets of New York City to enter St. Patrick's Cathedral to 
what?  
10. Campbell says that myths aren't "other people's dreams," but rather that they are what?  
11. At what point does a person become "mythologized"? 
12. To what does Campbell compare movie theaters?  
13. Campbell describes Star Wars as a story of humanity versus the State, which has become 
what?  
14. Moyers recalls a story about a jungle tribesman talking to a Christian missionary. The 
tribesman says, "Your god keeps himself shut up in a house as if he were old and infirm. Ours is 
in the forest and in the field and on the mountains when the rain comes." Campbell describes 
this, along with the rise of the Yahweh cult, as "a pushing through" of what against what? 
 15. Campbell identifies what he calls "two totally different orders of mythology" (pp. 28 - 29). 
What are they?  
16. Campbell believes we need a new sort of myth for the modern world. What sort of myth 
does he say is needed? 
17. What year does Campbell identify as the year of "the awakening of man's reason"?  
18. What, according to Campbell, are the four functions of mythology?  
19. On page 41, Campbell identifies two subjects with which all myths deal. What are they? 
 
 
Chapter 2: The Journey Inward  




